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. . . . . . . . AMORPHOUS MAGNETISM

H. R. P.echenberg

I n s t i t u t o de F f s i c a - USP

. 1 . INTRODUCTION . . . .

In these üOtes we w i l l b r i e f l y examine the consequences of d i s -

order on, the magnetic properties of so l ids- In th is context , the word

"disorder" is not synonimous to structural amorphicity; chemical d i s -

order can be achieved e. g. by randomly d i f fus ing magnetic atoms on a

nonmagnetic crysta l 1ine l a t t i c e . The name Airorphous Magnetism must be

taken in a broa^i sense.

The immediate con ;eqn-ice of structural and/or chernic»! disorder

is a great var ie ty of atonic environ..ents, which in turn has three:

effects: > , . ,

-a distribution of atomic moments

-a d is t r ibu t ion ef exchange interactions J . . ;

-a d is t r ibu t ion of local anisotropy energies and easy axes.

Many types of magnetic behavior result from the interplay of

these factors. For th.e convenience of discussion, we shal l c lass i fy

disordered n;at^rial5 in three i,..-»jpr catdgjr ies, according to the CÜC-

centratíoo x of magnetic atoms:

a). 10 < x •< I : ferromagnetic or noncollinear spin structurss;

b) 10 ;£ x ^ 10 : cluster magnetism (mictomagnotism) ;

c) x & 10 : spin glasses.

From the viewpoint of chemical composition and preparation meth-

od, several broad famil ies of materials have been investigated to dat< :
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a) Amorphous transition metal-metalloid alloys (metallic glasses).

The basic formul i is TggMjn» w n e r e T stands for a combination of 3d

metals (Fe, Co, Ni , Cr . . . ) and M is a combination of metalloids (6,

P, Si , C . . .)> of course including the binary case. They are most often

prepared by the melt-spinning technique, and many are technologically

Important.

b) Amorphous rare earth-transition metal a! >, mostly binaries;

prepared by vapor deposition, sputtering, melt spi.,?ing, etc.

c) Glasses in the st r ic t sense, containing transition metals or

rare earths as relatively concentrated impurities; most often prepared
•"t V •

by cooling from the melt. ' ' : •

d) Crystalline metallic alloys or insulating compounds, in which

disorder is introduced by substituting a magnetic element by a non-mag-

netic one or vice versa. ;'

e) Amorphous oxid- ., halides, sulfides, etc. have been less stu-

died because of preparation difficulties. Some interesting materials,

such as ferric hydroxide gel, can be found in nature.

2.FERR0MAGNETISM

As mentioned above, disorder introduces a distribution P(j) of

exchange interactions. If this distribution is relatively narrow and

concentrated on positive J values, spins will align parallel to each

other at low temperatures. Ferromagnetic order without 3 periodic lat-

tice presents no conceptual difficulties, although the possibility of

its existence had not been proposed until I960 (by Gubanov). As we

shall see, its properties differ only marginally from those of crys-

talline ^erromarjnets.

Representative examples are: most 3d-metalloid metallic glasses;
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many $á-kd/5ú a l loys ; some 3d-*»f a l loys. As in the crysta l l ine case»

insulators are rarely ferromagnetic. One s t r i k i ng exception Is FeF2,

which is an antiferromaoii-rt in crystal form and a ferromagnet in the

amorphous s ta te . This is a good example of the sens i t i v i ty of supers*-

change parameters (including their sign) to metal-1igand-netal bend

angles.

In amorphous. GdCcv. and GdFa-, the Gd moments are aligned a n t i -

paral le l to the t ransi t ion metal monvrts, which are ferromagneCically

coupled among-themselves. In sucfi cases i t is appropriate to speak of

ferrim&gn:'.:ism. .

Some character ist ic features of amorphous ferrornagnetism are

l is ted below.

• - . • • : a) There 15 a well-defined Curie temperature, with "ncrmai"

c r i t i c a l b havtor { f> « C.32 for Fei,0
Nil,nPii,B6' °'**] f o r

F e 3 2 N i 3 6 C r l l . P 1 2 8 6 - • ) -

• .... b) Reducsd (H/M vs. T/T ) magnetization curves are f la t tened.

wi respect to Bri l loui»; or to crysta l l ine Fe or Hi curves. This car:

be ascribed to the P(j) d is t r ibu t ion , whose width can be roughly e s t i -

mated frort experimental curv-s.

c) Myssbauer spectra have broad l ines, re f lect ing the d is t r ibut ion

of atomic moments at low terrjveratures, otherwise also th f P(J). In th >

case of Fe, a quadrupole sp l i t t i ng is often observed at T > T but

not in the s i x - l i ne spectra beicw T ; th is is explained by the vanish-

ing, on the average, of the factor (3 cos Q - \) which appears in the

expression for hyperfine levels vihen magnetic and e lec t r ic quadruple

interactions are simultaneously present. Since Q is the .angle tetwocn

the local e lect rostat ic z axis and the rmign«cization d i rect ion, the

fact that ^ c o s 2 8 > = 1/3 confirms that the 2 axis varies ran-
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domty from s i t e to s i t e , as is expected in an amorphous material .

d) Detailed analysis of the magnetization vs. temperature in me-

t a l l i c glasses, in the ranr 0 < T < 0 . 3 T , reveal a T3 ' '2 behavior,

which is evidence for the existence of spin waves. However, the normal-

ized coef f ic ient of the T term turns out to be k to 5 times larger

than in c rys ta l l i ne Fe or Mi. This would imply a s igni f icant reduction

of the spin wave st i f fness coef f ic ient , whose or ig in is s t i l l obscure.

An a l ternat ive interpretat ion has been proposed whose central idea

Is that amorphous magnats can ba well described by a Heisenberg model •

o f short-range exchange interactions between localized spins. As is

wel l known, such a model is highly inadequate for dealing wi th crys-

t a l l i n e metal l ic ferrcnscnets.

The last mentioned feature is perhaps the most fundamental d i f fe r -

ence between amorphous and crysta l l ine ferrcworjnets. Of course, there

are also the ir.portant differences in p o r t a b i l i t y , losses e tc . , which

render metal l ic glass-.-.s so at t ract ive for many applications, but these

w i l l not be discussed hera.

3.NONCOLLINEAR SPIN STRUCTURES

: •:••' Let us now examina the case where exchange interactions are pre-

dominantly negativa, \. r.., tending to favor •anttparctllel spin arrange-

ments. In the simplest s i tua t ion , wo can imagins a crystal la t t i ce to

be subdivided into two in te rpenet ra t i i j subiatt ices A and B, such that

a l l nearest neighbors of an A spin, are on the B sublattice and vice

versa. The ground-state spin configuration is then the classical an t i -

ferromagnetic one, in which tha spins are col l inear but point in oppo-

s i te e j e c t i o n s , »•. c. 1:1 proportion,

:,'.'ch a SLu'J'vislon is not always possible. In on FCC l a t t i c e ,
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nearest neighbor of a given site may be nearest neighbors of each

other; thus there will be three spins on the vertices on an equi.iteral

triangle, and it is obviously impossible to have three pairs of anti-

parallel spins. Energy minimization necessarily requires a noncollinear

arrangetnent. ......

. This is the simplest example of what is nowadays known as "frus-

tration". This concept acquires its deepest significance in the spin

glass problem, to be discussed later on.

Frustration is certainly favored when the exchange interactions

can be randomly positive or negative. This occurs especially in the

case of magnetic impurities diluted in a nonmagnetic metal, since then

the exchange interactions are of the oscillatory RKKY type:

cos (' .r. .)
()

3 (2kcr. . ) 3

where k- is the Fermi wav .-vector of th* electron gas. Computer simula-

..tions have shown that P(J) is then essentially symmetric around J = 0.

Another rource of directional disorder is the s'ngle-site, "crys-

tal-field" anisotropy, which is particularly important for rare earths.

With this term included (in its simplest, uniaxial fora), the magnetic

Hamilton!an is written as

where not only the strength D. but also the z direction of the easy

axis varies from site to site.

When ciisotropy is lhe dominant factor.(|D| > |J{), we expect

Jthct each spin gets loch J along its own easy axis, with o -iz or -z

ori< tation determined by exchange interaction with U s neighbors.
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The resulting structure is then, ideally, that named "speromagnatic"

by Coey: spins freezed in random directions, without long-range corre-

lations. This type of magnetic ordering can a! ;o occur with negligible

anFsotropy, as a result of competition between exchange interactions

of both signs (case of metallic spin glasses) or even in the case of

a single, negative J value, as a result of frustration associated with

topological disorder (examples are amorphous FeF, and Fe(OH)-). In

this case it can be said that speromagnetistn is the amorphous version

of antiferrornagnetism, which obviously cannot exist in the absence of

a crystalline lattice.

Other, rcore complicated noncollinear arrangements are possible.

Fuller discussions can be found in P.efs. (2, 3).

If.CLUSTER MAGNETISM

We will now discuss disordered materials in which the concentra-

tion of magnetic ators is below the percolation limit. This msans that

ferromagnetic, spercmagnetic etc. ord-jr can still exi^t below a certain

temperature, but the spatial extent of this order will now be limited

to small regions within the cample. Such ordarvd domains or clusters

behave essentially as Independent entities. As a consequence of this

fine subdivision, completely new features will show up in the magnetic

behavior, both in bulk and in microscopic (e. g., Mb&sbauer) experi-

ments. The o are closely related to superparamagnetism, a class of

phenomena known long before this appearence of amorphous magnetism. Work

In this area was initiated by Neel in IS1!?. For a recent review on su-

perparatnagnetism, sue Rof. (*»).

Consider an assembly of ferromagnetic particles so small that the

usual subdivision into domains will be energetically unfavorable. For
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Iron, this means a critical diameter of about 15 nm. Each particle wíl!

2 3then have a resultant magnetic moment of 10 -. 10 Bohr magnetons. In

an external field, this moment wi11 rotate 3S a whole, since individual

spins are kept parallel to each other by exchange coupling.

Even if the. intraparticle spin coupling is of antiferromagnetic

nature, a net moment will result, since sublattice cancellation or spe-

romagnetic randomness, whatever the case, can never be perfect in a

small particle.

Each particle will usually hive an anisotropy energy whose origin

may ba magnetoc'ystal 1 ine, dipolar, shap•-, etc. An energy barrier E

thus has to be overcome if the net spin is to flip between different

easy directions. Due to snv*!lness of the particles, however, El can be

very small, not greatly exceeding kT; spontaneous thermal fluctuations

wi11 then occur, with a relaxation time f that is a very steep function

of temperature.

The outcome of any ©p^rimeot will then be governed by the compa-

rison between T and T , the intrinsic time constant of that experi-
m

ment. (For s t a t i c magnet izat ion measurements, T ~ 1 - 10 ".sec; fo r

AC s u s c e p t i b i l i t y , V =CL>~^ Cf IO*5 - 10"2 sec; f o r 57Fc Kbssbauer,
f C I O sec; f o r neu n s c a t t e r i n g , X £M0~ sec.)vm m

The temperature at which C =» "C is ca l l ed the b locking tempsro-

tu re T o . I t must be emphasized that a TD i s def ined fo r a oiverr c^per i -

mental technique and f o r a given p a r t i c l e s ize ( i . e . , energy E) .

I f T > T D , or t « f , magnetizat ion or s u s c e p t i b i l i t y exper i -
D rn

ments w i l l e x h i b i t the equ i l i b r i um behavior (Lanyevin, Curie-', - iss . . )

of en assembly of g ian t sp ins . In Mb.ibauer spec t ra , on the ol !u ;r hand,

magnetic hyper f ine s t r u c t u r e w i l l app-ar v'/ashed out by too rapid f l u c -

tua t i ons . This i s the so-ca l led "sup?rporitmogn2tic regime".
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If T ^ T B or t » t (the "blocked regime"), a) the magnetiza-B m

tion will respond very slowly to a sudden change of the extern-.1 field,

giving rise to phenomena like thermoremaner.ee, etc.; b) spins will be

unable to follow an oscillating magnetic field, thus exhibiting an es-

sentially zero AC susceptibility; c) Mbssbauer spectra will show normal

hyperfine structure.

The most conspicuous sign of a blocking temperature is a peak in

the AC susceptibility, separating the two regimes. This may sometimes

be confused with an antiferromagnetic transition. In that case, it

suffices to repeat the measurements at a different frequency, thereby

changing the measurement time; a shift of the peak temperature is an

unequivocal proof of its relaxational nature.

Turning back to amorphous magnetism, superparamagnetic behavior

is frequently observed i a grea variety of disordered materials.

Whene-;r chemical clustering of magnetic atoms occurs, small-particle

effects such as those described above will be present. This happens,

more often than not, in crystalline transition metal-noble metal alloys,

even at high dilution and despite givat metallurgical care.

Chemical clustering, however, is not a necessary condition for the

formation of magnetic clusters. As the temperature is lowered, random-

ly positioned spins may progressively build themselves into locally

correlateJ regions which can the;- rotate as a whok:. This process will

be assisted by the concentration fluctuations that are always present

on purely statistical grounds. Upon further lowering of temperature,

clusters will grow either by incorporation of new spins or by coalescen-

ce of adjacent groups. As a result, the average cluster momc-it will be

temperature dependent.

Many transition-metal containing glasses are good examples of this
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behavior. Alumino-sil icate glasses ( MO.M.CL.SiO , M = Mr» or Co ) have

been extensively investigated during the last decade . Measurements

of heat capacity, sound velocity, MBssbauer spectroscopy, tnuon depolari-

zation rates, frequency and field dependence of AC susceptibility, mag-

netization decay have yielded results consistent with the superpar3-

magnetic interpretation^ More recently, measur^nentr. of AC susceptibili-

ty in small DC fields have provided evidence for a strong temperature

dependence of the average cluster moment .As to the kind of order

within clusters^ It is presumably speromagnetic, since exchange inter-

actions in these glasses are strongly negative.

Strictly speaking, Nêel's theory of superparamagnetism houid

not be applied, for'quantitative purposes, to systems other tharr physi-

cally wel1-define'd and noninte. icting magnetic particle;. Neglect of

interactions is sometimes a major shortcoming. On the other hand, the

simple Arrhenius' law used to relate the relaxation time to particle vo-

lume and temperature has proven inadequate in some cases. Nevertheless,

the physical picrure provided by Neei*s theory is often the only sim-

ple way to rationalize experimental results on amorphous systems.

5.SPIN GLASSES • • " '• i: ; : '

(For a good recent review, r.ee Ref. (7).)

The spin glass problem is 3 fashionithla and 'P.nãcî otir.g rt--.eirch

topic. This statement raises tv*o questions: What is a spin glass? Why

is there a problem?

In 1972, Canneila and HydosS made the first observation of a

sharp, cusp-like maximum in the AC susceptibility of sens AüFe alloys

at low concentrations. Such an anomsly strongly suggested a'pha-.'a tran-

sition. Conventional types of magnetic ordering ccild, however, be
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ruled out because of the low concentration of magnetic impurities (the

critical concent rat ion for ferromagnetism in Au-Fe is 16% Fe). The

"spin-glass" transition was then assumed to be a cooperative freezing

of spins in random directions, analogous to speromagnetism, occurring

at a well-defined freezing temperature T,.

For some time it was believed that the essential ingredient for

a spin glass was the RKKY interaction, which is capable of coupling iso-

lated spins separated by rather long distances. Various RKKY, or "ca-

nonical", spin glasses have been investigated, including £uMn, AgHn,

AuCr, AuMn, etc. The same mechanism is responsible for the coupling be-

tween rare-earth moments in La. Gd Al_ and similar alloys. However,

spin glass behavior has also been observed in concentrated amorphous

alloys such as Gd^Al,,, Ni7C)P.,Bg, Fe^Zr.-, etc., where exchange in-

teractions are short-range (cf. Section 2) and spin-spin coordination

Is high. Finally, there is the striking case of the insulating com -

pounds Eu« Sr S, which show cluster magnetism for x <Co.13, ferro -

magnetism for x ^ 0.50 and spin-glass behavior in the intermediate

range. For this material, it is by now rather clear that the mechanism

responsible for spin-glass behavior is the competition between posi-

tive (nearest-neighbor) and negative (second-neighbor) exchange inter-

actions.

.-.That-the spjfrglass transitioi, is one of a rather-special natui^

became clear when it was realized thai the he;»t capacity has no anoma-

ly at all; the magnetic contribution to it shows, at best, a rounded

maximum well above!-. Magnetic entropy at T, usually has less than

half the total value Nk In (2S + 1), implying considerable short-range

magnetic order above T-.

Another universal feature of spin glasses is the onset of time
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effects (magnetic viscosity, thermoremanence ...) just below T,. In

othe- words, the ordered state seems to be in metastabie equilibrium.

Much theoretical effor; has been made during the last decade in

order to clarify the spin glass phenomenon. The question of whether a

a phase transition really occurs has not been settled yet. One essen-

tial point is that the time effects observed below T, are hard to re-

concile with the idea of the ordered phase as a state of thermodynami-

cal equilibrium.

It is not surprising that an alternative school of thought has

emerged, which discards the very idea of a phase transition at T,, in

favor of an interpretation bases on Néel 's theory of superparotiwgne-

tism. Indeed, th • susceptibility peak, time effects, the absence of a

heat capacity anomaly and so on fit naturally into the sir-pie model of

a progressive blocking of small clusters of correlated spins upon tem-

perature 1 owe- ing.

The existence of magnetic clusters above T f can indeed be inferred

from neutron v "tering, heat capacity and electrical resistivity mea-

surements. T ucial question now is: can the increase of the relaxa-

tion time of •--• clusters alone explain the observed susceptibility

cusp? It is often arcjued that rather artificial energy barrier distri-

butions would be needed to produce a sharp a.:sp. On the othar hand,

the actual sh.rrpness of a susceptibility maximum is often hard to as-

sess experimentally, due to the rounding-off effect of a finite mag-

netic field.

The frequency dependence test has not been conclusive cither.

Some alloys show a distinct peak shift, but at least for ^ H n none

was ot3crved over five decades of measuring frequency. The range of

experimental time constants can be considerably expanded by the inclu-
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sion of neutron scattering experiments, but their interpretation may

be rather subtle.

Metastability effects below T, are probably a manifestation of

the high degeneracy of the ground state. It is quite conceivable that

the configuration into which the spins actually freeze at low tempera-

tures is not unique; it surely does correspond to an energy minimum,

but other configurations are equally possible, which are also energy

minima, separated from the chosen one by energy barriers. These are

then responsible for the slow response to a change in external para-

meters, as the magnetic field. The ground state degeneracy has a close

conne. .ion with the frustration concept. In Hurd's words , "a frus-

trated system is one which, not being able to achieve a st >te that sa-

tisfies entirely its microscopic constraints, possesses a multiplicity

of equally unsatisfied states".

The picture that will eventually ererge for the spin glass phe-

nomenon must be more complex than any of the models we have been dis-

cussing, but it will almost certainly include elements of every one.

(8)
As an example, it has been suggested that simul tanec>"> freezing

and growth of magnetic clusters may result, at T = T,, in the appear-

ance of an infinite cluster, such a "cluster percolation" being a

true cooperative effect or phase transition. The infinite cluster, in

turn, would still contain we3k links due to frustration, so thot ther-

mally activated processes would occur, much in the spirit of Néel's

model.
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